
Dear Lance,

After checking with our national expert Rudi Bauer, I am able to confirm the HoD support for the project 
“Development of electronic data exchange structures for the transport and logistics sector suitable for 
exchanging via mobile communication technologies”.

Best regards,
Christian

  =========================================================
  ao. Univ.-Prof. Dr. Christian Huemer
  Dean of Academic Affairs of Business Informatics

  Vienna University of Technology
  Institute of Software Technology and Interactive Systems
  Business Informatics Group (BIG)
  Favoritenstrasse 9 - 11 / 188-3
  1040 Vienna Austria

  Tel.: +43-1-58801-18882
  Fax : +43-1-58801-18896
  Mob.: +43-664-60588-3805

huemer@big.tuwien.ac.at
=========================================================

Von: Lance THOMPSON [mailto:Lance.THOMPSON@unece.org] 
Gesendet: Dienstag, 7. November 2017 11:33
An: Lance THOMPSON
Cc: Huemer Christian; sue.probert
Betreff: Re: 33t revised eBOD project - request confirmation of HOD support

Dear Christian,

The secretariat will require a written confirmation of your support of the project which was formerly called 
electronic Bill of Delivery.
Just a confirmation email by return would be sufficient.
Thank you in advance for sending this to us quickly so that the project can start officially.

Best regards,
Lance
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Mr. Lance THOMPSON
Chief, UN/CEFACT Support Unit

Economic Cooperation and Trade Division

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

Email: lance.thompson@unece.org

Tel:  +41 (0) 22 917 12 98
Office S-446 

Palais des Nations

8-14 avenue de la Paix

CH - 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland

skype id: dr-lance

From:        Lance THOMPSON/UNECE/GVA/UNO

To:        christian.huemer@big.tuwien.ac.at

Cc:        "sue.probert" <sue.probert@dial.pipex.com>

Date:        01-10-17 10:46 PM

Subject:        33t revised eBOD project - request confirmation of HOD support

Dear Christian,

You had brought your support to a project called electronic Bill of Delivery. After a lot of review and bilateral 
discussions between the proposers and the Bureau, a revised version of this project proposal was approved 
by the Bureau, with the knowledge of the project proposers. However, this is very different from the original 
project that you brought your support to.

I am attaching the updated version of the project proposal as it was approved by the Bureau. Would you 
please confirm your support of this project in its updated form?

Thank you very much in advance.

Best regards,
Lance
Chief, UN/CEFACT Support Unit[attachment "170918-3a T+L project proposal v3.doc" deleted by Lance 
THOMPSON/UNECE/GVA/UNO] 
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